I. Information/Discussion Items

a. Poster and Banner Space

   i. The committee further discussed Rick’s banner/posting space idea. We raised concern about whether there would be enough poster space available. Rick estimated that there would be over 200 spaces if we put in 10 -12 of these banner/poster spaces. He said we could even limit the amount of posters that go up for each event because they don’t have to be on every single board. We will be discussing possible placements of these boards at our next meeting.

b. Table Tent Termination/Resolution Writing

   i. The committee discussed the issue of table tents further as well. Everyone seems to be leaning toward getting just one table tent in which all events could be posted for the week. They discussed different structures for this one table tent as well as maybe switching out the weekly table tent at the end of the week with a weekend one. Rick suggested we should maybe only consider this for dining areas and allow departments and orgs to put table tents in other areas like lounge spaces. The committee definitely took this into consideration. Josh agreed to cosponsor a bill along with Crystal J. and Crystal O. said someone from her committee, if not her, would be willing to help as well.

II. Action Items

III. Open discussion for Ideas/Concerns

a. The new organization Good Monster 1/365 submitted a request to put posters above drinking fountains within the Union to raise awareness about donating money for drinking water in Africa. Normally this would not be allowed, but the committee feels that it would be reasonable to allow them to do so. It’s a great promotional idea and the org did their homework by coming to the committee before just putting up the posters. Crystal will send the recommendation on to Rick.

b. The committee just went over a few dining concerns with Rick. The major one was a water cooler being available in the club. Rick said that this was
feasible and that he was looking into getting purified coolers around the building as well.